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Show Me What You See, Tell Me What You Think:

Using Eye Tracking for Hospitality Research

by Stephani Robson and Breffni Noone

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

Identifying precisely what consumers are looking at (and by implication what they are thinking) when they consider a web page, an image, or a hospitality environment could provide tremendous insights to the hospitality industry. By using eye tracking technology, one can almost literally see through the eyes of the customer to find out what information is examined at various points during the hotel search process or to assess which property design features attract guests’ attention. When eye tracking is immediately followed by interviews that review a graphical representation of the consumer’s eye movements, the thought processes behind consumers’ visual activity can be uncovered and explored. In this paper we explain how eye tracking works and how it could apply to hospitality research. Today’s eye tracking systems are easy for researchers to set up and use and are virtually transparent to the participant during use, making eye tracking a valuable method for examining consumer choice or facility design, or to develop employee training procedures. We argue that eye tracking would provide rich results and deserves to be considered for a wide range of hospitality applications.
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Show Me What You See, Tell Me What You Think:

Using Eye Tracking for Hospitality Research

by Stephani Robson and Breffni Noone

Marketers have long known that there are substantial differences between what consumers say they will do and what they actually do.¹ Researchers and marketers often rely on consumer questionnaires or interviews to elicit consumer perceptions and preferences, but the data that result from these approaches can be at odds with actual behavior—even when consumers attempt to explain why they made a particular set of choices. Therefore, a research method that would capture actual consumer behavior is a gold standard in assessing the effectiveness of a given marketing strategy or design decision. As we explain in this paper, eye tracking is such a method.

The methods commonly used to assess actual consumer behavior have considerable value. These include direct observation, analysis of sales data, and, for online behavior, clickstream analysis. Clickstream analysis, for example, yields helpful information about which websites consumers visit, for how long, and which links they select as they navigate, but it does not capture precisely what consumers are doing and thinking while they are reviewing information on a website. Marketers can see where they clicked but still must infer which of those clicks were critical for the consumer's final decision.

A more rigorous method is needed to get a clearer picture of actual visual behavior, in large part because of the competitive advantage inherent in capturing consumer attention, however briefly. Eye tracking is such a method. Eye tracking—also called gaze tracking—is the practice of capturing eye movements and converting this information into some form of analyzable data. As the technology has improved and become less intrusive for the user, eye tracking has become an important tool in assessing the usability of computer applications and in exploring consumer decision making. We feel that there are many opportunities for hospitality organizations to harness eye tracking research to help address questions that go well beyond just how consumers use websites to exploring how to best price a hotel room or how to best configure a hotel lobby.

With the exception of works by Pan, Zhang, and colleagues, and by Yang, we have not seen any published research that applies eye tracking research methodology to a hospitality context. This is surprising because in services like hotels and restaurants, consumers rely heavily on visual information to draw conclusions about the potential experience prior to purchase.

Further, hospitality brands invest enormous amounts of time and money to develop what they hope are attractive and effective facility designs, but they have limited means of measuring which design elements are most influential in attracting consumer attention and forming brand identity. Understanding precisely what hotel or restaurant guests look at when assessing a service environment or making a purchase decision would offer brand leadership significant insights that could help streamline the creation of the hospitality servicescape or increase click-through rates from online travel agencies (OTAs) and other marketing channels.

This paper provides an introduction to eye tracking and discusses how this methodology might be applied to specific issues in hospitality marketing, management, and development.

A Brief Overview of Eye Tracking Technology
The main idea behind eye tracking is simply to measure where the eyes focuses and for how long. Contrary to what we might think, eyes are rarely still for any length of time. When an object is actively observed (as opposed to fleetingly and possibly unconscious seeing), the eye briefly fixates on that object, on the order of three fixations per second. Longer fixation durations are indications of cognitive processing and thus measuring fixation length and location is a precise and quantitative way of determining where a viewer focuses conscious attention when observing a visual stimulus.

Eye tracking systems have been in use for decades, but until relatively recently they have been cumbersome and intrusive for users. In contrast, today’s commercially available eye tracking systems are relatively easy to use. These systems combine video cameras with a directed infrared source to take two measurements several times each second: the position of the edge of the pupil and the location of the reflection of the light source on the cornea (called the first Purkinje reflex). The eye tracking software uses these measurements to estimate where these fixations fall on a stimulus and to compute the path the eyes took from fixation to fixation. These rapid shifts in focus—called saccades—can provide insight into the ease with which users can find the information they need and in which order elements of the stimulus are viewed.

Eye tracking software can also compute the length of time
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that the eyes fixate on a particular visual element, how long it takes for the eye to settle on a particular stimulus, and the size of the pupil, which indicates cognitive engagement with a visual stimulus. The resulting dataset is a comprehensive resource for quantitatively measuring attention to any sort of text, image or environment.

Eye tracking systems come in two basic forms: mobile and screen-based. Mobile eye trackers, whether head-mounted or worn as eye glasses, are designed for visual behavior studies in built environments. This form of eye tracking enables participants to interact freely with physical spaces, objects, or other people, thereby significantly boosting study validity. With this approach, users’ eye fixations can be precisely measured as they move through a real-world space. Applications of mobile eye tracking have include evaluating the effectiveness of the layout of controls on a flight deck, studying what shoppers focus on when searching for products in the supermarket, and measuring the value of maps and landmarks in wayfinding in an unfamiliar environment.

Screen-based eye trackers, on the other hand, are designed for studying responses to both static and dynamic visual stimuli. The most common application of screen-based eye tracking is for human-computer interface (HCI) and software usability studies. In these studies, users’ eye movements are measured while interacting with a website or software interface in order to provide insights into possible design improvements to speed performance, increase engagement, or otherwise enhance the user experience. Marketers have also turned to screen-based eye tracking to assess the impact of advertising messages and package design.

With screen-based eye tracking, there is the option to use an eye tracker that is integrated into a monitor, a somewhat bulky arrangement that is best suited to a stationary setting such as a research lab. A more flexible approach is a portable eye tracker that can be snapped onto a laptop to provide an eye tracking solution that can be used virtually anywhere. There are also tablet-based eye tracking applications being developed that integrate eye tracking functionality directly with the tablet’s built-in camera, obviating the need for special eye tracking equipment.

It is unclear, however, whether tablet-based systems will offer the same degree of precision that can be obtained with computer-based eye trackers. Indeed, in late 2013, Google patented eye tracking technology designed for its Google Glass product, potentially making eye tracking a viable way of capturing user attention data in almost any setting.

### Quantitative and Qualitative Data from Eye Tracking Sessions

Regardless of the type of system used, eye tracking sessions generate a vast amount of quantitative data. A five-minute session, for example, can involve close to 1,000 individual fixations, each of which is measured in multiple dimensions and then filtered to reduce noise in the data. While raw data from eye tracking software can be exported into common analytical applications such as Excel or SPSS, the number of variables recorded for each fixation makes such data difficult to work with for non-specialists. Far more useful for many consumer research applications are the software’s data visualizations, notably heat maps, area-of-interest (AOI) maps, and gaze plots. These visualizations take the quantitative data generated by the eye tracker and convert them into readily interpreted static images or video output. Each form of visualization allows a different series of insights to be made.

**Heat maps.** Heat maps superimpose a representation of the location and frequency of fixations across one or more study participants on top of a single static image. The areas of the stimulus that received a relatively high number of fixations appear “hotter” by means of coloration on the heat map. Heat maps are commonly used to evaluate the parts of a webpage that represent the most valuable “real estate” for ad placement. They are also valuable in examining where the bulk of observers look first when viewing an image or encountering an environment such as a retail display.

Although a heat map is generated by compiling quantitative data, it is best interpreted as a qualitative tool. Heat maps are useful for identifying patterns of looking behavior but they don’t provide a basis for the detailed analysis of fixations, nor do they capture saccades or indicate fixation order.

**Area-of-interest maps.** For studies that involve a static stimulus—for example, when all participants in a study are viewing the exact same webpage—areas of interest, or...
AOIs, can be defined before eye tracking begins. This allows a variety of quantitative metrics to be captured for each AOI, including the proportion of participants that view a particular AOI, the length of time it takes participants to fixate on an AOI, and the total duration of all of a user’s observations of a given AOI during an eye tracking session. AOI analysis can also include an analysis of mouse-click behavior which allows researchers to evaluate precisely where, within an AOI, mouse clicks took place.

Measuring fixations on AOIs can be helpful in deciding which elements to include in an ad or website, or in determining the attention-capturing potential of attributes like size or color for a given stimulus. However, AOI analysis is more problematic for dynamic stimuli like videos and requires specific analytic tools designed for this work.

Gaze plots. A gaze plot combines eye position and movement information to form a dynamic display of eye behavior that is superimposed over the visual stimulus used in the eye tracking session. The length of a particular fixation is indicated by a circle sized to represent fixation duration, and each saccade is represented by a fine line connecting fixations in sequence. Together, these circles and lines create a clear graphic representation of all of a participant’s eye movements which can be saved for later analysis. Like heat maps, gaze plots can illustrate the eye behavior of either a single individual during one session or an aggregation of multiple individuals over several sessions, provided that the same stimulus is presented to each individual.

Gaze plots can be static, where the sequence of fixations is identified by numbers, or dynamic, showing in video form the exact eye movements captured throughout the session. Exhibit 1 shows both types. Following users’ eye movements as they complete a task across multiple screens or webpages is an ideal application for a dynamic gaze plot. A widely used procedure for situations like organic search, where the visual stimulus cannot be defined by AOIs, is for researchers to analyze a video recording of eye tracking sessions overlaid with gaze plot visualizations. The resulting dynamic gaze plots can be reviewed on a frame-by-frame basis.
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A far more effective approach to obtaining qualitative data to accompany the eye tracker’s quantitative data is via an in-depth interview that occurs after the eye tracking session is complete. These are commonly called retrospective think-alouds or RTAs. RTAs can be conducted with or without some kind of visual cue, although the most effective approach is to accompany the think-aloud interview with a playback of the dynamic gaze plot superimposed over the system’s video recording of the user’s eye tracking session. In this form of RTA, participants’ dynamic gaze plots are replayed for them after the eye tracking session is complete, and an interviewer asks them to describe their thought processes and outline the reasoning for their actions and choices as they view the record of their eye movements. The resulting oral report can then be transcribed and analyzed using content analysis. As an illustration of this technique, Exhibit 2 depicts a short segment of a RTA being conducted as part of a hotel choice study that we conducted.

This combination of actual visual behavior paired with verbal reports of thoughts and feelings that are occurring at the same moment makes eye tracking an excellent way to test how a user responds to any kind of real or simulated stimulus. However, due to the significant time and resources required to conduct eye tracking sessions, sample sizes need to be smaller than those used in other types of consumer research, such as surveys. While some published eye tracking studies use forty participants or more, many of these studies have much smaller numbers of observations, particularly when eye tracking is combined with RTAs.

Applying Eye Tracking to Hospitality Research

Being able to pinpoint what the guest actually sees is of particular importance to the hospitality industry because of the intangible nature of the hotel offering. For example, in the majority of cases, consumers make the online hospitality purchase decision based partially if not wholly on sight (whether images of the property or posted reviews). Brands and operators must generate sales through web interfaces that they often do not control themselves—specifically, those
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18 For example, see: Buscher et al, op.cit.; and Russo and Leclerc, op.cit.

of online travel agencies and destination marketing organizations—and are required to pay a premium for what is perceived to be preferred placement in search results or hotel listings. So too in restaurants: while suggestive selling by a server can contribute to the guest check, much of the diner’s purchase decision is driven by the visual stimuli of the menu, the servicescape, and even what neighboring tables are ordering. But identifying what captures guest attention goes beyond identifying the drivers of sales. With the increasing importance of design as a product differentiator and as a major pillar of a hotel brand’s identity, understanding how guests see and interpret hospitality settings either during the product development phase, or after construction is complete, can help brands and operators create better designs based on quantitative evidence. For these reasons, we feel that eye tracking is an ideal methodology for testing a wide range of hospitality research questions.

While eye tracking offers the potential to address many issues of interest to hotel or restaurant firms, we have seen only a few published studies that apply the methodology in a hospitality context. For example, in their study of consumers’ online hotel choice behavior under simulated conditions, Pan, Zhang, and Law used eye tracking data and RTAs to evaluate how consumers consider text and images when selecting a hotel from a pre-determined list of hotel properties.20 In her 2012 work, Yang used eye tracking on restaurant menus to test and debunk the “sweet spot” theory of menu design.21 As we describe next, further opportunities to gain insight from eye tracking include choice analysis, distribution channel conversion analysis, facility design analysis, and employee development.

Choice analysis. Any time a guest evaluates a visual presentation to make any kind of choice, eye tracking can play a role in determining how that choice was made. For example, building on the work of Yang, eye tracking has recently been employed to assess guest choice on the International House of Pancakes restaurant menu and could just as readily be used to test responses to any kind of offerings list.22 This research can determine the number of menu items considered before a choice is made and whether the visual information could be arranged more effectively to either speed choice or to increase likelihood of purchase. More applied questions could examine whether wine purchasers make their selections by looking at prices more than the information about the wines themselves, or if minibar or grab-and-go sales could be increased by rearranging the display of the available products. Being able to accurately measure what a user is examining throughout the choice process allows an organization to craft more effective marketing tools of all types, whether on a digital device, in print, or in the built environment.

When paired with an RTA, eye tracking choice research can uncover the thought process behind guest choices with higher validity than focus groups, surveys, or regular interviews.23 For example, for hotels, this information could help identify which elements are attractive to guests in the images of the property posted online. From there managers can decide which images to make available to the online travel agent sites to increase the likelihood of click-through. For a food-service operation, the reasons why a particular menu item is not chosen or even examined in any detail could be combined with sales data to fine-tune offerings for maximum impact and revenues.

Distribution channel conversion analysis. A significant problem for hotel revenue managers is how to best allocate inventory across multiple channels. Channels that directly generate bookings are logically viewed more favorably when it comes to assigning inventory or planning advertising expenditures. But although a hotel booking is routinely attributed to the website that generated the “last click” prior to purchase, most consumers may visit several websites prior to booking. Clickstream analysis can indicate which sites were visited but cannot identify with any precision which elements of those sites were most influential in the consumer’s decision to book. Therefore, combining clickstream analysis with eye tracking could offer an effective way of fairly assessing the actual contribution of particular advertisements, campaigns, or distribution channels to revenue, and thus help refine marketing and revenue management strategy.

Facility design analysis. We see a pressing need for evidence-based design research in the hospitality industry. Many industries, notably health care, have moved towards making facility decisions based on measurable user outcomes such as reduced infection rates, faster healing, or improved personnel performance or satisfaction.24 The hospitality industry does not have such metrics, and a great number of design decisions are based on subjective information or on inferred relationships between design and outcomes that are rarely empirically tested because of the cost and complexity of this kind of research. We have seen few empirical studies of the effects of hospitality facility de-

__20__ Pan et al, op.cit.
__21__ Yang, op.cit.

sign on performance outcomes, and most of those that have appeared are related to building energy use. Eye tracking is a logical application to obtain objective, quantifiable data on the effect of facility design decisions on guest behavior and, when paired with RTAs, on guest perceptions and attitudes toward a hotel or restaurant servicescape.

While most eye tracking research focuses on two-dimensional stimuli, improvements in the technology now allow effective eye tracking in three-dimensional immersive settings, presented either in the real world or virtually. Computer simulations of proposed designs might be pre-tested using eye tracking at much lower cost than testing consumer reactions to a full-scale guestroom mockup. Eye tracking can be applied to walk-throughs of real or simulated environments as a way of measuring response and allowing the design team to adapt their work where necessary for maximum impact. For example, a hotel brand might develop four or five alternative schemes for a spa retail area and use eye tracking to determine which design approach garners the longest viewing of the spa products for sale.

Eye tracking could also be a valuable tool in wayfinding studies, either through simulations before a property is built, or after the fact as part of a post-occupancy evaluation. This process analyzes how easy it is for guests to find the entrance to a restaurant off the lobby (or even to notice it), for instance, or to assess what guests see as they navigate through the hotel to the fitness room or pass through the casino. Insights gained from such studies could guide floor planning to obtain desired circulation effects or improve the design and sign placement.

Eye tracking may also provide the kind of quantitative evidence that is needed to demonstrate to property owners that a particular investment in the physical plant is warranted. A common source of friction between owners and brands is the property improvement plan (PIP). Eye tracking combined with an RTA could provide objective data regarding the elements of a proposed renovation that specifically contribute to a positive impression of the property or brand, which could help make the case to owners for spending the funds even if reliable return-on-investment data for a brand initiative are not yet available.

**Employee development.** Eye tracking could be used as an element in the training of front-line staff. Consider the value of a dynamic gaze plot superimposed on a video of a service encounter as part of a training session on what to look for as employees wait on tables or inspect guestrooms. As the technology becomes more widely available, wearable eye trackers could also become an important assessment tool for measuring staff performance.

---

**Conclusion**

Eye tracking is a well-established and effective method for recording consumers’ visual behavior. Despite its tremendous potential as a method of exploring how consumers actually see, interpret, and use two- and three-dimensional environments, eye tracking has rarely been applied in published hospitality research. The relative dearth of eye tracking studies in hospitality research may be due to perceived challenges with the equipment or concerns about costs. However, current eye tracking technology is far more sophisticated and simple to use than earlier eye tracking systems that required complicated and restrictive equipment, and the cost of these systems continues to come down.

Eye tracking provides a wealth of objective, quantitative data regarding what users are looking at and for how long, making it the tool of choice for rigorously measuring visual behavior. The combination of gaze data and in-depth post-eye tracking interviews also provides a powerful approach to uncovering consumer perceptions and beliefs that may arguably be difficult to capture through traditional research methods.

While most hospitality organizations may be familiar with using eye tracking to measure website effectiveness, we feel that there are many research questions across the industry in which eye tracking can be fruitfully employed. In describing the methodology and highlighting its practical applications to questions of real import, we hope that we have provided hospitality professionals and academics with the motivation to consider adding eye tracking to their research agendas.

---
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